
 Liberton and District Community Council (LDCC) 
 

Gilmerton, Inch, Mortonhall, Alnwickhill, Kaimes 
 

Minutes; Monday, 30th November 2009 
 
Meeting held at 7 p.m., the Kirk Halls, Liberton 
 
PRESENT: 
 
Members: Peter Schwarz, Mike Rea, Chris Hampton, Alex Scott, Phyl Meyer,  
 
Nominated Members: Alexandra Hardie (FOSKAP), Ann Weir (SEECAT) 
 
Associate Members/Co-opted Members: Stewart Laird 
                     
Elected Members: Cllr. Tom Buchanan 
 
Invited Individuals: Graeme Hill  
 
Public in Attendance: Genna Laing 
 
Apologies: Cllr. Ian Murray, Cllr. Dr. Conor Snowden, Cllr. Norma Hart: Jason Lingiah, Su 
Millar, Graham Samuel, Stuart Fleming 
 

1. Presentation: (This Item was taken first.) Graeme Hill (Trading Standards) gave a 
presentation about the “Cold Calling Zone”, pointing out that “cold calling” is a nuisance. 
The aim of the scheme  is to provide local householders with stickers, with the message: 
“We don't buy at the door”. Advice is given to local householders on security, in effect 
educating people about these issues. Of callers who appear at the door, some are 
genuine, but some are not. The aim is to discourage cold callers, although fliers are 
acceptable. (This is in the category of “advisory”; it is not the law) The hope is to spread 
this scheme programme. Cllr. Tom Buchanan commended this scheme, commenting that 
many people liked it. (The nearby zone is the Mortonhall Estate)  A contact telephone 
number is available. People in any location, can ring up and get a sticker. Graeme Hill will 
leave his email address. The LDCC considered carrying out a consultation exercise. More 
information  can be found on the CEC website. Graeme's presentation was received with 
much interest and appreciation by those present.  
 

2. Adoption of the Minutes from Previous Meeting: The Minutes from the Meeting on 
Monday, 19th October, were accepted as a true record, subject to an amendment: “there 
had been only eight elected members of the LDCC.” Prop. Chris Hampton; Secnd. Peter 
Schwartz.  
 

3. Matters Arising from Previous Minutes: Action points; Alexandra Hardie; to send 
letters to local schools, asking if any of the students would be interested in joining the 
LDCC; work in progress; now should send email to Duke of Edinburgh Award Scheme, to 
see if being on the LDCC would count towards the local volunteering requirement: A report 
has been sent in by Chris Hampton.  
Treasurer's Report: the form is available for changing the signatories on the Bank Account. 
The form should also go to Murray Shepherd.  
List of addresses; in progress; Alexandra Hardie to liaise with Chris Hampton. But Phyl 



Meyer is to set up the email list.  
Jason Lingiah; no report re parking at the ERI;. Phyl has passed on the views of the LDCC 
to Cllr. Tom Buchanan; that the LDCC does not object to the parking, but is opposed to 
charges.  
ASCC Conference: Phyl Meyer did attend, and gave a report. 
Two Parks Update: Chris H. asked about resources available. An email has been sent 
round, so that this has been put into effect.  
List of names and addresses (Alexandra H.): this is being drawn up. 
The posters: Chris H, spoke about this; the original had not seemed to have been much 
favoured, but he discussed an amended poster. He felt that the posters should be 
interesting, and could be improved. Peter S. Asked; why not print on (light) coloured 
paper? 
Seemingly, a number of posters had  now been put up. Phyl. M. asked; did people have 
strong views? Maybe an amended poster could be used next time. Information is also on 
the web-site.  
 

4. Cllr. Tom Buchanan spoke; he asked if there were any issues that LDCC would like to 
raise with CEC, or even concerns that members of LDCC would like to raise,  
Chris. H. asked if there was any possibility of grants being restricted? Tom replied:  
CEC has been warned that it may have to restrict grants, and CEC is looking at resources 
that are already being held (by various groups ARH) Tom added: “There is no area of CEC 
expenditure that is not being looked at.” Decisions would have to be made by CEC as to 
what kind of activities CEC should not be doing. Thus, there were expenditures on 
festivals and similar, yet no contribution was being made by businesses. During the 
Edinburgh Festival, very few police officers could be found in peripheral areas. At present, 
the police were often being called on to deal with “mindless vandalism”. Also, attacks by 
dogs were a problem. Tom reminded everyone that, in this cold weather, people should 
keep an look-out for problems that might be suffered by elderly residents. All were 
welcome to contact Tom, or his assistant. Tom also pointed out; if concerns are voiced, 
this may be helpful in a given area. Tom explained that the reduction in the overall 
financial settlement for the Scottish Government was not as large as had been expected. 
Even so, for CEC, there might well be a significant reduction. Tom was asked about 
Council Tax; he replied that there was supposedly a “cap”, but that there would have to be 
some discussion about the Council Tax. Q: Is CEC in debt? A: It is not, but it will have to 
cut its expenditure. Tom also explained: it is very difficult to bring about cuts, seeing that 
about 85% (maybe more) of the CEC Budget cannot be cut. Thus, cuts will have to fall on 
the other 15% or so. Staff at the lower levels are being asked to suggest areas for cuts.  
 

5. Police Report: No report in person at this Meeting, although a written report had 
already been circulated: with discussion of matters such as; crimes that had been solved, 
free advice available about home security, and about “cold calling”.  
 

6. Chairman's Report: 6.1 The Chairman had been to the meeting of the Inch Community 
Association; he had offered help, if needed.  
6.2 The Chairman had also been to the ASCC meeting. This had been a good meeting; 
interesting, informative, useful and, indeed, inspiring. There had been a presentation about 
the case for a minimum price for alcohol, which had seemed to be both sensible and 
convincing. There had been a presentation by a senior person involved with Planning; he 
had suggested that local groups should take an active part in discussions on the decision-
making process. Phyl M. suggested that part of the reservoir site should be used for small 
businesses. Q: is the reservoir site in fact a heritage site? It was considered that this was 
an Action Point for Jason Lingiah to look into.  



ASCC has helpful resources with respect to law, methodology, best practice guides, and 
so on, which might be useful for LDCC. Common Good Fund: Councils have funds which 
should be used for the benefit of the local area; thus, if land is sold, the funds ought to be 
kept for this purpose. However, it is often the case that no-one knows what has happened 
to Common Good Land e.g. in the case of the site at Waverley Station (the Princes 
Shopping Mall ARH) Andy Wightman had attended this ASCC conference. See ASCC 
web-site. (Andy Wightman is well known for his research on “who owns Scotland” ARH) 
LDCC is a member of ASCC. Also, LDCC has Trustee Indemnity in general; however, we 
would need extra insurance if we ran events.  
6.3 Time-Bank projects; some progress, and some people had signed up. To show their 
interest. Phyl M. has said that LDCC would like to get involved with this. It might well be 
cost-effective.  
6.4 The New Website was now up and running. Some people had already seen it, and had 
liked it. If people have ideas for the  Website, they are welcome to put their ideas forward.  
Peter S., in response to this, said that local history topics might be of interest, and this idea 
received support. Phyl M. said that the public were welcome to comment, but that he 
would moderate the Website. Opinion polls might be introduced, or there might be some 
kind of consultation. “It's there, let's use it.” Chris H. now mentioned that there was a 
photograph that had been taken from the top of the Soutra block of the Gracemount flats, 
and that it might be worth buying this photograph. The LDCC favoured this proposal.   
 

7. Treasurer's Report: A report with figures was circulated. Peter S. advised; closing the 
Election A/c, as this was no longer needed; likewise the Events A/c, although a record 
should be kept. The relevant forms would have to be signed. The Balance is large; 
possibly, relative to the size of the Annual Grant to the LDCC, it is too large.  
 

8. Planning Matters: No report. 
 

9. Neighbourhood Partnership Matters: A meeting is to be held on the 4th December. 
The LDCC had no questions to be taken to this meeting.  
 

10. Community Centre Project / “KLIC Group”: Although no grant could be obtained at 
this time, another request might be acceptable. (This is with respect to Scotland Unlimited) 
The cost of flyers would be about £370.00.  It was now proposed that there should be a 
formal  statement about KLIC; for everyone to see, and comment on. It was now proposed 
to write to Cllr. Norma Hart, about the availability of a suitable building. Was there such a 
building?  
(This is essential if there is to be a Community Centre ARH) Was a consultation  about a 
Community Centre a good idea? Phyl M. suggested a questionnaire about the idea of such 
a centre. Figures were given for the cost of delivering a questionnaire, cost probably a bit 
over £500.00.  
 

11. Correspondence: A newsletter about the 2009 Elections for Community Councils was 
handed round.  
A meeting was coming up, about energy-saving, and it was suggested that Jason L. 
should go to this meeting. (Check) 
BT was offering free lap-top computers to organisations, but the dead-line was now too 
close.  
There would be a Christmas gathering on 10th December.  

 

12. Public Question Time: No questions. 
 



13. A.O.C.B.: None 
 

14. Date, Time, Venue, of Next Meeting: Monday 25th January; at 7 p.m.; in the Kirk 

Halls, Liberton.  
 
 
 

  
 
  


